CSA-EUR is recruiting for the Study Trip committee for next academic year
(2018-2019). It is the Study Trip committee’s duty to organize CSA-EUR’s
annual Study Trip, which will take place around March 2018. The main
objective of the trip is to make students get acquainted with the Chinese
culture and business ethics. Furthermore, our aim also includes
maintaining and expanding CSA-EUR’s connections within China. For more
information
about
the
past
Study Trips, please check:
http://csa-eur.nl/study-trip/. In addition to that, we will be in charge of
the teambuilding of our active members, to create that ‘family’ feeling
CSA is known for!
What will be your activities as an active member from the Study Trip Committee?
You will be responsible for picking the destination, finding suitable accommodation, acquire
sponsor(s), organizing company and university visits, and social/cultural activities in China. Financial
feasibility of the trip, the well-being of the participants, and the booklet are also matters that you are
duty-bound to involve with for this position. Moreover, you will also be in charge of selecting the
most suitable candidates with whom you will share this trip, while restrained from being biased. In
this way you will, together with a fun and professional team, be responsible for an unforgettable
journey!
What does CSA-EUR offer?
We offer you a place to foster your entrepreneurial mindset, ideas and give you the platform to
execute these. Furthermore, we will actively help you develop your competencies which will greatly
benefit your professional career. Lastly, we provide a fun and multicultural environment in which you
can experience first-hand about how to manage yourself in a cross-cultural context.
Who are we looking for?
We are looking for a passionate and responsible person with organizing and social skills, who also has
affinity/interest for China. Are you a travelholic? Do you like making plans and guiding people during
the trip? Then CSA-EUR is a great place to develop your professional competencies and have a great
time all together! So in summary, we are looking for people who fit the following profile:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Possess organizing and team-working skills
Be a communicative and social person
Have a detail-oriented mindset
Perfect mastery of English (mastering Mandarin Chinese is a big plus)
Have knowledge about China
Awareness of your responsibilities during the trip
Energetic and passionate

Do you think you are suitable and are you motivated to work together with an exciting and
professional team? Go to csa-eur.nl/apply and submit your application.

